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Dragon’s Treasure Holder Tapestry Kit  
(Skill Level 2) 

 

 
 
Welcome to this colorful and unique tapestry weaving kit!  These instructions are 
designed to help guide you through the process, so you can make your own beautiful 
creation.  Finished dimensions of the tapestry are 3.5 x 10.5 inches, before wrapping onto 
the pen holder. 
 
If it’s helpful, please reference the relevant tutorial videos from Introduction to Tapestry 
Weaving (Level 2) as a refresher for techniques and methods.  The most useful videos for 
this project include: 
 

• Warping with Selvedge 
• Making a Butterfly 
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• Interlock 
• Stepped Mesa 
• Star Motif 
• Finishing with Selvedge 
• (You may also wish to reference “weaving angles” from level 1) 

 
The kit includes colorful wool weft from our sheep, colorful cotton for the selvedges, a 
graph chart of the design, a filagree dragon charm (charms may vary per kit), and the 
wire penholder.  The yarns included are Aran weight, which is slightly thicker than the 
DK weight we used in class.  Enjoy weaving with this yarn and notice how it packs 
differently from the DK style.  You will also notice that it creates a sturdier finished 
textile, so you can enjoy your decorative holder for years and years. 
 
Warp thread is not included in this kit.  Recommended warp thread for Level 2 graduates 
is Maysville cotton carpet warp (8/4).  If you prefer the #10 cotton crochet thread, this 
will work as well. 
 
This piece is woven flat and then stitched into a ring around the pen holder.  When on the 
loom, the woven part of the tapestry will measure 3.5 inches wide by 10.5 inches tall.  
These measurements are important in order for the tapestry to fit around the pen holder.  
The attachment method allows for minor variations in length but maintaining a good 
width measurement will help it best fit the height of the penholder, as this piece is 
technically “woven on its side.”  (Mine ended up 3.75 inches wide, which still worked 
just fine going around the cup, so minor variations do work.)  This is an excellent project 
for practicing keeping the sides of your weaving straight, with no draw-in!  It’s all about 
getting enough “wiggle dance” and measuring the width of your piece often to check that 
the sides remain nice and straight. 
 



 
 
First, warp your frame loom at 8 epi (warps per inch), which means 4 loops within each 
inch mark for 3 ½ inches.  Start in the 6th inch section as marked on the loom from the 
left, warping 3 inches in the figure 8 pattern, starting at the lower left.  For the last ½ 
inch, wrap 2 wraps at the top of the “4th” inch, then tie off at the bottom (it will look like 
3 wraps in that ½ inch at the bottom).  You should count 14 warp loops at the top of the 
loom.  Adjust the tension and warp spacing as shown in the warping tutorial.  Remember 
not to warp too tight. 
 
Add the spacers at the bottom of the loom, using additional warp.  Remember to keep this 
step tight.  Double check that the left most warp is a stick shed warp, and the right most 
warp is a pull shed warp.  Adjust warp spacing for evenness. 
 



 
 
Using the blue cotton supplied in the kit, work the stacked half hitch knots that start the 
selvedge header.  This cotton is slightly lighter weight than the warp, so take care not to 
pull the knots too tightly together in order to keep the proper warp spacing.  Start at the 
left side of the piece and work all the way to the right.  Lay in the tail at the left above the 
knots in pull shed to bury it. 
 



 
 
Continuing with the blue cotton, weave straight rows to form the “warp as weft” part of 
the selvedge.  We will be folding this part of the selvedge back to turn the warps under 
when attaching around the pen holder.  This will also give us some adjusting options if 
you find your finished tapestry is a wee bit not long enough to go around, we can use 
some of this selvedge (e.g., not folding over all of it back), if necessary.  For mine, I 
wove until I used up the measure of cotton, which worked up to be approximately 12 
turns. 
 
Now you are ready to weave! 
 



 
 
The pattern for this piece is a variation on a traditional lattice design, colored to look like 
a ruby-studded bracelet.  As you weave, you’ll notice that the design stacks, and there 
really are only 4 different pattern changes (as noted on the side of the pattern).  The 1st 
one then lines up with the 4th one, allowing the pattern to repeat seamlessly as many 
times as needed to create the desired height of 10.5 inches. 
 



 
 
The full pattern, on the left, is marked at ½ inch squares.  Because the piece is 3.5 inches 
wide and we want the lattice design to be centered, that means we have ½ plus ¼ inch of 
the blue/purple (I’ll call it blue for convenience) on either side.  This is why the edge I 
notated vertically as half a square on either side.  That means that, in the first pattern 
change, the blue covers 3 pull shed warps (6 warps total) on the left and the right of the 
lattice. 
 



 
 
In pull shed, lay in the first pattern change.  You’ll want two blue butterflies, one gold 
butterfly, and one brown butterfly.  Counting just pull shed warps and working right-to-
left, this first pattern lay-in reads blue 3, brown 4, gold 4, blue 3. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
This first ½ inch is worked as angles—there are no interlocking verticals.  This means 
that in stick shed, you start with the left-most color, and in pull shed you start the right-
most color to avoid accidentally interlocking colors.  Because Aran weight yarns are 
thicker than the DK we used in our Level 2 course, the angles will move after 2 turns 
(instead of 3).   
 
These angles are 45 degrees, so they move 4 warps per half inch, as you can see in the 
gold on the left side of its shape.  Brown at the right is receding on both sides to create a 
pyramid shape.  In Q4, brown will only be occupying 2 warp threads.   
 
As you prepare for the next pattern change (as shown in the picture), feather off brown so 
you have a 3–4-inch tail to poke out the back side of the piece, bring over gold and then 
lay in the tail for brown on the left, so that it pokes out the back.  Gold will be continuing 
to the right, while brown grows as a diamond shape at the left.  Remember that the 
diamond shape actually begins in Q2 (just like our points did in the 8-pointed star), so it 
sits as a placeholder in Q1 until blue moves to the left. 
 
In this half inch, everything is still angles, so there is no interlocking as well. 
 



 
 
For this and the next two pattern changes, we’ll be working both interlocking verticals 
and angles, including diamond and point shapes.  This means that many things are 
happening at once, so just take this section slowly until you build confidence with the 
process. 
 
Blue at the right and left is now back to 3 warps per shed, interlocking with gold on either 
side (at left lay in a new gold on top of the brown).  Brown is decreasing to a point, which 
will end in a “one warp wonder” in Q4, while red begins as a diamond in the middle, so 
lay in the tail but start the shape in Q2. 



 
 
Red diamond reaches its widest point in Q1 of the 4th pattern section, where it occupies 4 
warps in either shed, then decreases to end in Q4.  The brown point at the left has ended, 
and now it’s time to lay in the tail to the right of the red diamond, where it will be a new 
one-warp-wonder point in Q2.  Gold on either side continue as interlock with blue.  Left 
gold will be advancing on its right side over red, while it right gold interlocks with 
brown. 
 



 
 
This completes all 4 of the pattern changes, and now our pattern change comes back full 
circle to the first one, with blue 3, gold 4, brown 4, blue 3.  Red has ended, poking its tail 
out the back.  As the pattern progresses, you’ll collect many tails, which should be either 
brown or red, as the gold and blue shapes do not require tails. 
 



 
 
In this picture, I’ve finished the first pattern section again, showcasing how the repeat 
works seamlessly as you continue with the tapestry. 
 
The gold and the brown are both variegated, and the differences can sometimes feel very 
subtle.  As you weave further, the dimensionality these create becomes more apparent.  It 
will look like links in a bracelet chain, with the ruby in the middle—pretty! 
 



 
 
When weaving this piece, I noticed that the two pattern sections that are only angles work 
up quickly, while the two pattern sections with angles and interlock take more time.  
Here, I’m in Q2 of the third pattern section, showing the start of the red diamond. 
 



 
 
Here is the same spot another link up in the chain.  Keep on weaving, repeating the 
pattern until you reach 10.5 inches NOT INCLUDING THE SELVEDGE. 
 
 



 
 
Every weaver has her own “pack rate,” so how many times you need to repeat the pattern 
will be unique to you.  To reach 10.5 inches, you may even have to stop in the middle of 
a pattern section.  Mine measured out with 5 red diamonds, plus another round of the two 
pattern sections that are just angles.  Remember that the top edge will pack down slightly 
when weaving the header, so make sure your tapestry is a little more than 10.5.  
Approximately 1/8 to ¼ inch additional height should work well. 
 
 
 



 
 
Once you are satisfied with the height of your piece, use the second piece of blue cotton 
to weave warp as weft and then the stacked half-hitch knots on top.   



 
 
Bury the tail under the knots at the right.  The header should be a mirror image of the one 
worked at the beginning of the piece. 
 



 
 
Ta-da!  Now we’re ready to take the piece off the loom!  Cut the top warps first, then the 
bottom ones. 
 
 



 
 
And look at all the tails on the back!  Time to bury these, otherwise they will hold the 
piece away from the penholder and not allow the tapestry to fit snugly. 
 
 



 
 
Using a tapestry needle and working on the back side of the piece, bury each tail about ½ 
inch into the textile.  This works best if you bury the tail in its own color (as in burying 
the red into the red, as shown).  Take care that the burying process stays on the back side 
and isn’t visible from the front of the tapestry.  Once tails are buried, you may trim any 
extra length. 
 



 
 
Working a half Damascus knot, turn the warps towards the back side of the tapestry, 
starting at the right side and working to the left.  Repeat on both ends of the piece. 
 



 
 
Trim warp ends to ½ inch, then turn the selvedge back, hiding the warp ends inside.  
Using fabric clips or clothes pins, hold the seam over and hem stitch using a needle and 
doubled thread (I’m using black thread).  Take care not to let the stitches show on the 
front side of the tapestry. 
 



 
 
Locate the filagree charm in your kit and place it on your piece.  There certainly is no 
rule as to where it has to go—so long as it is visually pleasing to you!  I selected using a 
filagree piece so you can see your lovely weaving through the charm as well as enjoying 
its fun dragon shape.  Each charm is slightly different. 
 
I placed mine in the center, so it is opposite of where the lacing stitches will be.  
Remember that the piece will be viewed on its side as compared with how you wove it!  
Whether the left or right side becomes the bottom is entirely personal preference.  On 
mine, the left side became the bottom of the piece, but you are welcome to choose either 
side, keeping this in mind when stitching on the charm. 
 
To stitch the charm in place, take a length of the color weft that the charm sits against and 
thread it onto a tapestry needle with an eye small enough to fit comfortably through the 
middle of the top or bottom hole (the first needle I tried to use was way too fat!).  I 
stitched through each hole separately, leaving a tail of yarn at the back of the tapestry and 
looping through the charm and back through the tapestry several times, until the metal 
loop was covered.  Choose a section of the tail to stitch for the lower half of the charm. 
 



 
 
Turn the piece over and tie off the ends with a square knot at the back and bury the ends 
of the yarn into the back of the tapestry.  I repeated this step separately for both the top 
and the bottom of the charm. 
 



 
 
Now it’s time to lace the tapestry onto the pen holder!  Double check that you have it 
placed with the charm right-side-up, then draw the ends together.  Take a wingspan 
length of your choice of weft color (I’m using red, so it’s easy for you to see, and the 
contras is fun) and thread each end onto tapestry needles. 
 
Imagine you are lacing up a bodice.  Starting from the inside (back side of the tapestry), 
come out through the piece to the front on both sides of what is now the top side of your 
pieces, as shown in the picture.  Adjust your lengths so there is an equal amount of yarn 
on both the right and left needles. 
 



 
 
Starting with the right strand, come through the gap between the ends of the tapestry and 
from behind poke out through the front on the left side.  Then take the left strand and 
come through the gap, poke from the back side through out to the front side on the right 
side (as shown).  It’s like lacing a shoe.  Pull snugly. 
 
If you always start with the same side, this will help the stitches appear more even. 
 



 
 
As you build on more stitches, it will appear to have a “V” shape.  Draw your stitches 
together snugly as you go, so that the tapestry wraps tightly enough around the pen holder 
that it won’t slip off later. 
 

 



 
 
When you come to the bottom, tie both ends together securely in a square knot.  Double 
check that the tapestry looks like it is fitting the pen holder well. 
 



 
 
Bury the ends of the ties back up into the stiches and trim. 
 



 
 
Yay!  Your delightful and useful piece is now ready for action! 
 
Hmm…what to put inside.  I think that this could be ideal for my smaller weaving tools, 
like tatting needles, scissors, measuring tape, and sharpie. 
 



 
 
You have completed your piece—congratulations!   
 
I hope you have enjoyed making this project, and I hope that you will also enjoy using it 
or gifting it to a loved one.  Tapestry is a very durable textile, and this penholder should 
give you years and years of service. 
 
Happy weaving! 


